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After a tip from a reporter, Eve Dallas finds the body of a young woman in a Delancey Street
dumpster. Just hours before, the news station had mysteriously received a portfolio of professional
portraits of the woman. The photos seemed to be nothing out of the ordinary for any pretty young
woman starting a modeling career. Except that she wasn't a model. And that these photos were
taken after she had been murdered. Now Dallas is on the trail of a killer who's a perfectionist and an
artist. He carefully observes and records his victim's every move. And he has a mission: to own
every beautiful young woman's innocence, to capture her youth and vitality - in one fateful shot....
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Once again another great addition to the In Death Series. I have to disagree with a reviewer, I found
this book truly outstanding. I really did, I think it is the best in the series thus far. The entire book
was very surprising, excellent scenario!Normally you figure it out toward the end the "who dune it"
but this time round I didn't have a clue.More of Roarke and Dallas's personal stories were revealed,
but this time the shoe was on the other foot. There is a secret Roarke discovered. You learned a
new side to him as he also learned this side. You also saw a side to Eve as she put her work case
second and her husband first. I can't tell you what it is this would spoil it but to do all this learning
the end up in Ireland.Then a bright young college student is murdered and thrown in a recycler like
so much trash, Lieutenant Eve Dallas is, determined to stand for the dead and find the killer. But
perhaps most disturbing about this particular case, is that prior to the discovery of the body, a

package of photos of the murdered girl were sent to Eve's friend, Nadine Furst, a well-known TV
reporter. It's clear that the killer photographed the victim for some time before the death, without her
knowledge, and it's also clear that in the picture, the girl is already dead. The killer wants Nadine's
help in showing his work. Then the second victim in found and once again it revolves around their
picture the killer had taken. Portrait in Death blasted off with a bold and imaginative concept on an
obsession of immortality, and light, but its depth grew when Robb emphasized on the action and
characters. The storyline was so compelling, it really made this a page turning thriller.All the
characters who are loved were also back in this entry. There is still humor between Eve and
Peabody's dialog. Still humor in Eve and Sumorset, even more in this story as he had a fall and
delayed his holiday. One talent Robb has is the building of characters.This is a must read for all the
In Death readers out there. If you are new to the series, start at the beginning with Naked in death
and just go down the line. It will not take long either and they get addicting. I know I can't wait for the
new one to come out in fall. I really do enjoy this series and I really do feel this was the best of them
so far.

Hints of Spoilers (Caution)By far this has got to be one of my favorite book of the series. Nora
Roberts is a wonderful writer, but as the series dragged on, there too many characters introduced
and Dallas's neurotic "snits" became tedius and childish.One of the reasons I loved this book so
much was the role reversals of the characters. Summerset acts like Eve, Eve matures as a wife and
acts like Roarke, and Roarke--well he's kind of locked in his own world of pain that we have never
seen before.In addition, Nora Roberts trimmed down her cast so that the story didn't bog down with
all their side stories. I've been getting tired of the Peabody-McNabb, Louisa-LC, Mavis-Leonardo,
Mira, and Trina side stories. This time the murder plot and Roarke dealing with the past were the
central points in the book. It was great. I cried several times through the book about Roarke's
situation and whenever Eve had to deal with grieving parents. The murder mystery was great too, I
didn't know who the killer was until the end.The way Nora Roberts described the turmoil and
emotions in this far surpassed her previous books. She dealt with the relationship of Roarke and
Eve in such a way that it feels like a real marriage of emotions, and not some 2 dimensional rich guy
whose perfect and always protecting his neurotic wife. I also liked the teaming of Eve and
Summerset. It was wonderful to see them mature enough to team up against something they had in
common. SPOILER SPOILER: The nature of Patrick Roarke's death and Summerset's involvement
was a surprise. I guess somehow subconsciously it seemed right. I'm curious about Roarke's
knowledge or suspicions of this. If Eve suspected, then Roarke should have too. Eve was such a

great character in this book. For once she wasn't just locked into this one mold of determination to
find the killer. She was aware about her wifely duties and shuffled her work life to deal with her
personal life. I also enjoyed the introduction of Hastings as well. He kind of a carbon copy of other
characters that have been introduced here and there in the series, where the character is cranky
and tempermental, but has a great raport with either Roarke or Eve.I'm looking forward to seeing
future interactions with Roarke's blood relations now. Roarke's first name will have to remain a
mystery though. I'm assuming his mother would definetly name him on the birth certificate.I would
highly recommend this book. This ranks as my favorite book of the series, above Naked In Death
and Glory In Death.
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